April 10, 2018

No fa

a i als toda . I’d sa

o TV or

o ie uotes, ut so eti es I a ’t help

self. We’ll see.

Instead, a quick note to email subscribers about what I think is one of the most unstable (meaning big ups
a d ig do

s

a kets e’ e see i eight ea s.

The day-to-day and intraday market swings over the past six weeks have been absolutely ferocious. There
really has ’t ee a ig agg egate ha ge i

a ket le els since the middle of February (down a bit), but

that modest overall decline masks a ton of ups and downs along the way, particularly over the past two
weeks. If I were a betting man (and I am), my large wager would be that anyone running a tactical strategy,
discretionary or systematic alike, has been whipsawed in an ugly fashion. These are the times that try
t ade s’ souls.
“o he e’s the Epsilon Theory take o

hat’s goi g o .

This market, like all markets, cares about two things and two things only — the price of money and the
real return on invested capital. Or, as they are typically represented in cartoon form, interest rates and
growth.
This market, like all markets, will go up if either cartoon can be represented with a positive narrative. That
is, e e if the Fed is aisi g i te est ates, so lo g as the ’ e doi g it fo the ight easo s

ea i g

robust growth in the real economy), then the market can go up. Likewise, even if real economic growth is
a e i , so lo g as that

ea s that the Fed has got ou

a k , the the

a ket a go up. This last it

— uber-accommodative central banks the world over — is why the S&P 500 is up more than 300% over
the past eight years despite enormously disappointing global growth and productivity metrics.
This market, like all markets, needs a positive narrative on risk (the price of money) or reward (the real
return on capital) to go up. Any narrative will do! But when neither risk nor reward is represented with a
positive narrative, this market, like all markets, will go down. A d that’s here e are today.
Does the Fed ha e ou

a k? No, the do ot. The ’ e told us a d told us that the ’ e goi g to keep aisi g

rates. And they will. The market still does ’t full

elie e the , a d that’s goi g to e a o sta t sou e

of market disappointment over the next few years. In the same way that markets go up as they climb a
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wall of worry, so do markets go down as they descend a wall of hope. The belief that central bankers care
o e a out the sto k

a ket tha the p i e sta ilit of

o e is that all of hope. It’s a fo lo

Is the e a positi e g o th a ati e? Well, the e WA“ … ot just i the U.“. ut e e
and it went under the headi g of s

h o ized glo al g o th . With the ta

hope.

he e i the o ld,

ut passed i De e

e , ou

could absolutely make the case that we were off to the growth races, and that was, in fact, THE narrative
behind the amazing January for markets.
Two negative narratives have derailed all this — I flatio a d T ade Wa . The fi st st ikes at the

eal

aspect of real economic growth. The second strikes at the absolute or nominal level of that growth.
The inflation narrative hit markets in force after the January jobs report of February 2, where wage
i flatio
as

a ei

hot . It su sided

ith the Goldilo ks jo s epo t of Ma h ,

o tai ed , a d the jo s epo t of Ap il did little to eig ite the i flatio

he e

age i flatio

a ati e. But he e’s the

thing. The wage inflation numbers for the past two months are wrong, crucially flawed by random
differences in work- eek hou s f o

last ea to this ea fo

o e, ead The Icarus Moment . O a

apples-to-apples basis (eliminating the impact of spuriously estimated work-week hours on average
hourly earnings), I estimate wage inflation in February was about 2.9%, not the reported 2.6%, and wage
inflation in March was north of 3.0%, not the reported 2.7%.
My view: the inflation narrative will surge again, as wage inflation is, in truth, not contained at all.
The trade war narrative hit markets in force in late February with the White House announcement on
steel and aluminum tariffs. It subsided through mid-Ma h as hope g e that T u p’s a k

as

o se

than his bite, then resurfaced in late March with direct tariff threats against China, then subsided again
on hopes that direct negotiations would contain the conflict, and has now resurfaced this past week with
still

o e di e t ta iff th eats agai st a d f o

a ket

Chi a. Al ead this eeke d ou’ e got Kudlo a d other

issio a ies t i g to eki dle the hope of eas

egotiatio s. But ei g tough o t ade is a

winning domestic political position for both Trump and Xi, and domestic politics ALWAYS trumps (no pun
intended) international economics.
My view: the trade war narrative will be spurred on by BOTH sides, and is, in truth, not contained at all.
Of these two claims — that both the inflation and the trade war narratives are here to stay and, frankly,
ou ai ’t see

othi g et — I want to dig in a bit mo e he e o the i flatio

a ati e that’s take a a k seat o e the past si

a ati e lai , as that’s the

eeks o so. It’s also the a ati e that, o e ti e, I

thi k ill ha e the la ge i pa t o i esto s’ po tfolios. I a e

eal se se still o pun intended), getting

the inflation question right is the ONLY question that a long-term investor or allocator MUST get right in
order to succeed.
“o he e’s hat the Na ati e Ma hi e is sho i g
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The methodology of the Narrative Machine is described in the Epsilon Theory note by the same name.
It’s a atu al la guage p o essi g NLP a al sis of a la ge set of

a ket ele a t a ti les — in this case

everything Bloomberg has published that talks about inflation — where linguistic similarities create
luste s of a ti les ith si ila

ea i g esse tiall a li guisti

g a it

odel , and where the dynamic

relationships between and within these clusters can be measured over time.

Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Quid, Inc. is not an affiliate of Salient.
Software used under license.

What ou’ e seei g a o e is the Bloo

e g a ati e o i flatio f om April 2016 through March 2017,

where each of the 1,400 dots is a separate Bloomberg article that contained some mention of U.S.
inflation, and where the dots are colored by publication date (blue early in the 12-month period, red late
in the 12-month pe iod . The e’s ea i g asso iated ith the size of ea h i di idual dot o
ot pa ti ula l useful

ea i g fo this a al sis. What’s

ost i po ta t he e is the geo et

ode, too, ut
ithi a d

the distance between the clusters of articles, each associated ith i flatio a d … T u p o the Fed o
gold or whatever category you see named above. This is a prototypical co place t

arrati e et ork,

where a substantial percentage of articles are unclustered, and the clusters that exist are distant from
each other, tenuously connected, and on the periphery of the narrative superstructure. When you read the
individual articles here, they are ABOUT Trump or the Fed or gold or whatever, with inflation being a
subsidiary topic of interest. Inflation per se is just not a particularly relevant narrative for the market over
this period.
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I

o t ast,

hat ou’ e seei g elo

is the Bloo

e g a ati e o i flatio f o

Ap il

th ough

March 2018. Not only do you have 2,400 unique articles in this year-over-year period, a 75% increase, but
more importantly you have strikingly more narrative cohesion across the published articles. Entire
a ati e luste s ha e o e i to ei g o e the ou se of the past

o ths, luste s like st ategists

that are in the geometric heart of the entire interlaced network, meaning that they are providing a
gravitational core to the narrative superstructure. Moreover, these new clusters are truly ABOUT inflation,
where this is the core topic of the article, not a side issue. It’s a diffe e e i meaning and sentiment
associated with the unstructured data of the individual articles that a human cannot possibly capture in
the aggregate, no matter how voracious and comprehensive a reader he is, but is processed and visualized
in a few seconds by the Quid NLP algorithms. In the NLP equivalent of time-lapse or stop-action
photography, you can actually see these clusters come into existence over time and exert their
gravitational pull on the entire narrative superstructure, providing what I think is an important systematic
approach to visualizing and measuring market-moving structures of sentiment. THIS is the power of AI. It
o ’t

ake ou eg essio s u a

faste . It’s ot particularly helpful in working with structured data

at all. But it changes everything in how we SEE the ocean of unstructured data in which we all swim.

Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Quid, Inc. is not an affiliate of Salient.
Software used under license.

I’ e olo -coded the article nodes by date (bluer = older, redder = more recent) to show this time-lapse
effect in a single snapshot of the network. Be ause this is a g a it

odel , it’s ea i gful that the more

centrally located articles within the superstructure tend to be redder or more recent articles. Also
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meaningfully, the clusters themselves show this effect. Look at the blow-up of the network below, and
you can see how the

o e e e t edde a ti les i the

a kets

luste are more centrally positioned

than the older (bluer) articles in the same cluster. What all this means is that the inflation narrative is
becoming not only stronger (more articles, new clusters) but also — a d I eall

a ’t e phasize this poi t

enough — the inflation narrative is becoming more coherent and gravitationally stable over time. The
growing strength and coherence of these Narrative Machine visualizations show the creation of
powerful common knowledge around inflation, where everyone knows that everyone knows that
inflation is rearing its very ugly head.

Source: Quid, Inc. For illustrative purposes only. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Quid, Inc. is not an affiliate of Salient.
Software used under license.

Six months ago, i a ote alled Harvey Weinstein and the Common Knowledge Game , I

ote this:

The core dynamic of the CK Game is this: how does private knowledge become — not
public knowledge — but common knowledge? Common knowledge is something that we
all believe everyone else believes. Common knowledge is usually public knowledge, but it
does ’t ha e to e. It a still e p i ate i fo atio , lo ked i side ou o heads. But
so long as we believe that everyone else believes this trapped piece of private
i fo atio , that’s e ough fo it to e o e o
o k o ledge.
The reason this dynamic — the transformation of private knowledge into common
knowledge — is so important is that the rational behavior of individuals does not change
on the basis of private knowledge, no matter how pervasive it might be. Even if everyone
in the world believes a certain piece of private information, so long as it stays private —
or even if it becomes public information — no one will alter their behavior. Behavior
changes ONLY when we believe that everyone else elie es the i fo atio . THAT’“ hat
changes behavior. And when that transition to common knowledge happens, behavior
changes fast. …
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My pick for the big idea that gets taken down? The idea that inflation is dead. We all know
it’s ot t ue. We all k o i ou o heads that e e thi g is o e e pe si e toda , f o
e t to t a spo tatio to food to iPho es. But it’s ot o
o k o ledge. Not et.
The

ot et is o . The stage is now set for an explosive market re-evaluation of inflation and its

impact on the price of money and the real return on invested capital. This is no longer a complacent
crowd. This is now a highly focused crowd. The crowd is now watching the crowd in regards to inflation.
Everyone knows that everyone knows that inflation is an important issue. The only thing missing is the
Missionary statement, the little girl crying out that the Emperor has no clothes. That’s
knowledge

he

o

o

stalizes i to eha io . That’s the f eak-out moment for markets.

What is the crystalizing Missionary statement? I thi k it’s age i flatio i a futu e jo s epo t.
In exactly the same way that random observations of work-week hours have artificially depressed the
average hourly wage inflation cartoon reported by the BLS over the past two months, there is a 100%
chance that random observations of work-week hours will artificially magnify the wage inflation cartoon
reported by the BLS in some future months. This is not an opinion. This is, as they say, math.
For example, if the 12-minute difference in the March 2017 work-week (34.3 hours) and the March 2018
work-week (34.5 hours) had been reversed, the reported wage inflation last Friday would have clocked in
at 3.3%. Let me repeat that. Three-point-three percent. That is an Emperor-has-no-clothes moment.
Whe

ill e get this sho ki gl hot

ha e a a do

u

age i flatio

u

e ? I ha e o idea. That’s hat it

ea s to

e se ies as pa t of ou a too ish data esti atio p o ess. It’s a do . Agai , this

is math.
But he e’s the last + ea s of the data se ies so ou a see fo

ou self hat the ea -over-year comps

are for work-week hour estimations, or as I like to call it, ROUND (RANDOM (34.3 , 34.6), 0.1).
Year

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

2012

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.3

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.5

2013

34.4

34.5

34.6

34.4

34.4

34.5

34.4

34.5

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.3

2014

34.4

34.3

34.6

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.6

34.5

34.5

34.6

34.6

2015

34.6

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.5

34.6

34.6

34.5

34.5

34.6

2016

34.6

34.5

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.3

34.4

34.4

34.3

34.4

2017

34.4

34.4

34.3

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.4

34.3

34.4

34.5

34.5

2018

34.4

34.5

34.5

Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics. For illustrative purposes only.

We o ’t hit a

p io

ea

.

eadi gs u til the e d of ale da

, he e a a do

eadi g i the

historical range is most likely to present a real shocker, but any of the next five months have a year-overyear comp where the wage inflation number, which I think is now above 3%, is at least more likely to be
accurately represented via the average hourly wage cartoon.
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To steal a line from Game of Thrones see, told ou I ould ’t help
the catch phrase is a out to shift f o

self , e’ e o at the poi t he e

Inflation is Co i g to Inflation is He e. A d if that’s

with disappointing growth from say, oh, I dunno … a TRADE WAR WITH CHINA …
i flatio , that’s stagflatio . A d that’s the

a ied

ell, that’s ot just

a ket e ui ale t of the Night Ki g a d the White Walke s

running rampant over all of Westeros. Is that the most likely scenario? No. Is it a scenario that we need
to take seriously? Absolutely.
“o hat’s to e do e?
Well, it’s ti e to stop thi ki g a out hat i flatio

ea s fo

ou po tfolio,

u h less stagflatio , a d

start doing something about it. And yes, I know our inflation-investing muscles are severly atrophied. Time
to sta t fle i g those

us les. Ti e to sta t e e isi g those us les. Be ause ou’ e goi g to eed the .

For an allocator, I think the core inflation-investing muscles are real assets, broadly defined. I wrote about
this two years ago in Ho son’s Choi e , a d I ould ’t ha ge a o d toda . More broadly, the premise
here is to push back from the table games here at the doubly-abstracted Public Market Casino, get closer
to real ash flo s f o

eal thi gs fo eal people, a d thi k pricing power, p i i g po e , p i i g po e

in every bit of analysis that you do. You’d also be well served to sta t eadi g Rust Gui

’s e Epsilon

Theory se ies, Investing With Icarus , which is just getting off the ground and will have a lot more to say
about all of this.

Sign up here: www.epsilontheory.com/contact
OR send an email to ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com with your name, email address, and company
affiliation (optional).
There is no charge to subscribe to Epsilon Theory and your email address will not be shared
with anyone.
Join the conversation on Twitter and follow me @EpsilonTheory or connect with me on LinkedIn.
Subscribe & listen to Epsilon Theory podcasts on iTunes, Stitcher, or stream them from
our website.
To unsubscribe from Epsilon Theory:
Send an email to ben.hunt@epsilontheory.com with unsubscribe in the subject line.
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DISCLOSURES
This commentary is being provided to you by individual personnel of Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates ( Salient ) and is
provided as general information only and should not be taken as investment advice. The opinions expressed in these materials
represent the personal views of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the opinions of Salient. It is not investment
research or a research recommendation, as it does not constitute substantive research or analysis. Any action that you take as
a result of information contained in this document is ultimately your responsibility. Salient will not accept liability for any loss or
damage, including without limitation to any loss of profit, which may arise directly or indirectly from use of or reliance on such
information. Consult your investment advisor before making any investment decisions. It must be noted, that no one can
accurately predict the future of the market with certainty or guarantee future investment performance. Past performance is
not a guarantee of future results.
Salient is not responsible for any third-party content that may be accessed through this web site. The distribution or
photocopying of Salient information contained on or downloaded from this site is strictly prohibited without the express
written consent of Salient.
Statements in this communication are forward-looking statements.
The forward-looking statements and other views expressed herein are as of the date of this publication. Actual future results
or occurrences may differ significantly from those anticipated in any forward-looking statements, and there is no guarantee
that any predictions will come to pass. The views expressed herein are subject to change at any time, due to numerous market
and other factors. Salient disclaims any obligation to update publicly or revise any forward-looking statements or views
expressed herein.
This information is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation of any offer to buy any securities. Any offering or solicitation will be
made only to eligible investors and pursuant to any applicable Private Placement Memorandum and other governing
documents, all of which must be read in their entirety.
Salient commentary has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons
who receive it. Salient recommends that investors independently evaluate particular investments and strategies, and
encourage investors to seek the advice of a financial advisor. The appropriateness of a particular investment or strategy will
depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives.
Epsilon Theory commentary is a copyright of Salient Partners, L.P., all rights reserved. All commentary published before
December 9, 2013 was prior to Epsilon Theory author W. Ben Hunt’s affiliation with Salient Partners, L.P. and affiliates and does
not reflect the opinions of Salient.
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